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We give our verdict on new products in our unique site tests, but now we want to
give you the chance to try them – AND KEEP THEM – for yourself!
All you have to do to enter the free draws is simply circle the readerlink numbers
and return the freepost card to us at your earliest opportunity.
PAIRS OF SAFETY SPECS
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MAKITA
SAFETY GLASSES
With eye protection being an essential
part of your PPE kit Makita is offering a
range of the coolest, low impact energy from high speed particles, sunglass-style
safety glasses. Whether you choose to keep them for site work or wear them on the
beach, you know you’ll be safe, stylish and comfortable. The give away includes ear
plugs, retaining cord, cleaning cloth and protective pouch with belt clip.

BELLE
WARRIOR WHEELBARROW
The Belle Warrior Wheelbarrow is designed
for all builders, contractors and landscapers.
With a high density polyethylene 100ltr tray
that withstands the rigours of the toughest
site conditions, this barrow is indestructible in
normal conditions and, being non-stick, is
easy to clean as well. It also offers a low
noise option when loading bricks and
building material, which is ideal in urban
areas. With an extra wide profiled deep
treaded tyre and an additional inner tube,
this alleviates the possibility of punctures and
offers better use in sandy conditions, whilst
an optional ‘never leak again’ foam filled
tyre is also
readily
available.

50 ECO-FRIENDLY CONCRETE
REMOVERS
DUZZ AEROSOL 500ML
Duzz is an eco friendly concrete
remover. The water run-off is pH
neutral [6.5] and it eliminates
damage to your equipment and the
risk of burns and
contamination to
the user. The
product removes
concrete build up
from all types of
construction
equipment and
even your most
sensitive
components. It
does this without
corrosive acid, so it
will not damage
surfaces,
paintwork, metals,
plastics, paving
slabs, bricks and
other common
building materials
such as glass, and
cement base
materials. The product is available in
three different sizes, 5 litres, 20 litres,
and the conveniently sized 500ml
aerosol.

You could
be wheeling
away like
Rooney after a winning goal if you get
your hands on one of these Belle Warrior
Wheelbarrows. We have three on offer.
Circle readerlink 156

This concrete remover Duzz the
trick. And we have 50 Duzz 500ml
Aerosols up for grabs. Simply take
advantage of our free reader
enquiry service to be in with a
chance.
Circle readerlink 157

These glasses are a sight for sore eyes and we have 10 pairs of silver frame
glasses with blue mirror lenses to giveaway. Circle readerlink 154

SCREWDRIVER
CASES
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SPIT
DRIVA TP12
SCREWDRIVER
CASE
The Driva TP12
Screwdriver
case from Spit contains 200 Driva
TP12 anchors along with a
screwdriver, the kit is ideal for
tradesmen wishing to fasten
light/medium loads to plasterboard.
It’s is quick and easy to install, with
only the use of a screwdriver
required. There is no need for predrilling and the anchor is fully
removable, as well as being
corrosion resistant. The anchor
requires no maximum or minimum
plasterboard thickness.
Get on the case with our free and
unique reader enquiry service.
There are 10 of these Spit
Screwdriver Cases on offer and all
you have to do is circle the
readerlink 155
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